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Extreme mass ratio inspirals (EMRIs) are among the most interesting gravitational wave (GW)
sources for space-borne GW detectors. However, successful GW data analysis remains challenging
due to many issues, ranging from the difficulty of modeling accurate waveforms, to the impractically
large template bank required by the traditional matched filtering search method. In this work, we
introduce a proof-of-principle approach for EMRI detection based on convolutional neural networks
(CNNs). We demonstrate the performance with simulated EMRI signals buried in Gaussian noise.
We show that over a wide range of physical parameters, the network is effective for EMRI systems
with a signal-to-noise ratio larger than 50, and the performance is most strongly related to the
signal-to-noise ratio. The method also shows good generalization ability towards different waveform
models. Our study reveals the potential applicability of machine learning technology like CNNs
towards more realistic EMRI data analysis.

I. INTRODUCTION

The successful detection of Gravitational Waves
(GWs) has opened a new window of understanding the
Universe [1–4]. However, a wide band of GW frequencies
is still inaccessible for observation. For example, sys-
tems like Double White Dwarfs (DWDs) [5, 6], Massive
Binary Black Holes (MBBHs) [7, 8], stellar-mass Binary
Black Holes (sBBHs) [9, 10], Extreme Mass Ratio Inspi-
rals (EMRIs) [11, 12], and stochastic gravitational-wave
background [13, 14] are expected to emit GW signals in
the mHz frequency band. The future detections of these
signals can help us better understand the nature of grav-
ity [e.g. 15, 16] and the Universe [e.g. 17, 18]. In order
to properly understand the physics and astronomy be-
hind GW events, sophisticated and efficient algorithm to
perform data analysis plays a significant role.

Space-borne GW missions are capable of detecting GW
signals in the mHz band [19, 20]. Of all expected GW
sources, EMRIs are among the most interesting ones.
A typical EMRI system is composed of a stellar-mass
Compact Object (CO) and a Massive Black Hole (MBH)
(104−107M�). Such systems are believed to be formed in
the center of galaxies. The detection of EMRIs , among
other things, can help us better understand the growth
mechanism of MBHs, and also put a more stringent con-
straint on their population properties, like the mass func-
tion and the distribution of the surrounding COs [21, 22].
In addition, the EMRI signal can last for thousands to
millions of cycles in the mHz frequency band. This fea-
ture empowers the EMRI systems to be ideal laboratories
to study gravity in a strong regime. [16, 23–26].

∗ huyiming@mail.sysu.edu.cn

Despite its great scientific potential, there remain great
challenges for the end-to-end data analysis of EMRI sig-
nals. For example, the ideal EMRI waveform should con-
sider the effects of self-force. Some progress on self-force
waveform has been made recently, such as [27] for an ec-
centric orbit to the second-order, and [28] for a generic
orbit to the adiabatic order. However, a fast and ac-
curate EMRI waveform for the most general case is yet
to be implemented. Most of the widely used waveform
models are expected to quickly dephase from the physical
waveform, which restricts its applicability in EMRI data
analysis. The computational cost of EMRI waveforms is
also usually very high, since it involves orbit integration
over a period of months to years. It has been estimated
that in order to implement a classical signal search with
matched filtering, a bank template containing at least
1040 templates would be needed [29].

Some attempts have been made to explore efficient
data analysis algorithms for EMRIs. Both template-
based algorithms and template-free methods have been
proposed to detect the EMRI signals. The former in-
cludes the semi-coherent method [29] and F–statistic
algorithm [30, 31], and the latter includes the time-
frequency algorithm [32–35]. On the parameter esti-
mation side, methods like Metropolis-Hastings search
[36, 37], parallel tempering MCMC [38], and Gaussian
process [39, 40] have been implemented.

In recent years, machine learning has gained huge pop-
ularity in various complex tasks, such as computer vi-
sion [41–46], speech recognition [47], natural language
process [48], and some have been successfully applied to
GW astronomy [49–62]. Deep learning is a sub-field of
machine learning that is based on learning several lev-
els of data representations [63], corresponding to a hi-
erarchy of features, factors, or concepts, where higher-
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level concepts are defined from lower-level ones. The
Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) is a deep learn-
ing algorithm, which has been applied in many fields
because it can automatically extract data features and
easily process various high-dimensional data, such as im-
age classification, target detection, and part-of-speech
tagging. In GW data analysis, CNNs has been used
to detect GW signals detection, such as Binary Black
Hole (BBH) mergers [49–53], Binary Neutron Star (BNS)
mergers [54, 55], supernova explosions [56], and contin-
uous gravitational waves [57, 58]. After being properly
trained, deep learning methods also demand low compu-
tation cost, which improves efficiency in an end-to-end
detection system. In this work, we use TianQin, a space-
borne GW detector, as a reference, to explore the EMRI
signal detection with a CNN.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II intro-
duces the characteristics of EMRI and its waveform. Sec-
tion III provides the architecture of a CNN, and discusses
how to prepare datasets. Section IV describes the search
procedure. The results are presented in Section V. Con-
clusions and discussions are provided in Section VI.

II. BASICS OF EMRI DETECTION

A. Basic astronomy of EMRIs

Galactic nuclei are extreme environments for stellar
dynamics [64]. The stellar densities can be as high
as 106 M� pc−3 and its velocity scatter can exceed
1000 km s−1. Within a galactic nucleus, a large num-
ber of COs, including stellar-mass Black Holes (sBHs),
White Dwarfs (WDs), and Neutron Stars (NSs), are ex-
pected to exist. They are considered to be within the
“loss cone” if their orbit would lead to their capture by
the central MBH, leading to the formation of EMRIs.
COs outside the loss cone can fill the loss cone through
dynamical processes like two-body relaxation [64].

In addition to this traditional channel, some new for-
mation channels of EMRI systems have also been pro-
posed. It has been conjectured that a CO can be cap-
tured by the accretion disk around central MBH( i.e.,
Active Galactic Nuclei (AGN) disk). Effects like wind ef-
fects, density wave generation, and dynamic friction can
assist the inward migration of COs, which further boosts
the formation of EMRIs [65, 66].

Although EMRIs are speculated to exist, no direct ob-
servational evidence is available yet (c.f.[67]). Therefore,
currently, the population properties of EMRIs are de-
rived from theoretical modeling. However, components
within the theoretical modeling, like the mass and spin
distribution of the central MBH, the erosion of the stellar
cusp, the M-σ relation, etc. are uncertain, which lead to
a very uncertain prediction on EMRI population [68]. In-
deed, different assumptions on EMRI population lead to
orders of magnitude difference in terms of detection rate
by TianQin [12]. Throughout this analysis, an model is

adopted to simulate EMRI population. To be exact, we
adopt the model M12 from [68].

B. Waveform models of EMRIs

Theoretical modelling of EMRI waveforms is essential
for the successful detection of GWs from these systems.
To accurately compute the EMRI waveform, one has to
consider the effects of the gravitational self-force, which
leads to a deviation of CO orbit from the test particle
geodesics under the Kerr metric of the MBH [69]. Un-
fortunately, waveform simulations with numerical rela-
tivity cannot be used for EMRI due to prohibitively high
computational costs caused by the very high mass ra-
tio of such systems. Although some progress has been
made in adding self-force into the waveform generation
[27, 28, 69–73], a fully realistic solution for EMRI is
still yet to be achieved. Nevertheless, there are meth-
ods that can generate EMRI waveforms. For exam-
ple, the Teukolsky-based waveform [74] and Numerical
Kludge (NK) waveform [75] solves the Teukolsky equa-
tion with the geodesic under Kerr metric. Such meth-
ods suffer from low efficiency, while the Analytic Kludge
(AK) method that adopts the post-Newtonian (PN) for-
mula can achieve waveform generation in a much faster
way [76]. The Augmented Analytic Kludge (AAK) wave-
form [77] can reach an accuracy similar to NK with the
generating speed of AK. For our study, since a large num-
ber of simulated waveforms are needed for the training,
testing, and validation of our CNN method, we focus on
the analytic family of waveform models and concentrate
on both AK and AAK waveforms. We remark that dur-
ing the writing of this manuscript, a new and fast wave-
form has been implemented [78], which could be used to
improve efficiency in the future, but we do not expect any
significant difference in our findings. Besides, [78] adopts
the Schwarzschild Black Hole (BH) assumption, while we
would like to also study the impact of MBH spin.

The AK method first calculates the orbit of CO
through post-Newtonian equations, considering the ra-
diation back-reaction and the Lense-Thirring effect. The
overall evolution of the CO orbit is governed by three
fundamental frequencies, namely the orbital angular fre-
quency fo, the periapsis precession frequency fp, and the
Lense-Thirring precession frequency fLT. The waveform
is then calculated based on quadrupolar approximation.
Notice that the overall setup of a waveform is not self-
consistent, hence the name of a “kludge”. However, this
choice of formulation allows a fast way of producing wave-
forms at the cost of its accuracy.

Under the transverse and traceless gauge, two polar-
izations of AK waveform are defined via a n-harmonic
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waveform which is a function of physical parameters 1:

h+ =
∑
n

−
[
1 + (L̂ · n̂)2

]
[an cos 2γ − bn sin 2γ]

+
[
1− (L̂ · n̂)2

]
cn,

h× =
∑
n

2(L̂ · n̂) [bn cos 2γ + an sin 2γ]),

where L̂ is the orbital angular momentum, n̂ is the posi-
tion of the source, and γ is an azimuthal angle measuring
the direction of pericenter. The coefficients (an, bn, cn)
with n ranges from 1 to 5, are determined by the eccen-
tricity and mean anomaly orbital phase [76]. The orbital
phase is determined by three fundamental frequencies
fo, fp, and fLT. More details on waveform generation
can be found in [12, 76]. Notice that since the self-force
can not be properly incorporated by the AK waveform,
the spin parameter for the CO is not included.

The AK waveform quickly deviates from physical sys-
tems, due to intrinsic inconsistency. Under the AK
model, instead of using the physical parameters, one can
adopt the effective parameters to evolve the orbit and
produce a waveform similar to the NK model. The NK
model is more accurate as it combines PN orbital evo-
lution with Kerr geodesics. Chua et al. implemented
the AAK waveform by establishing the link between the
physical parameter and the effective parameter. To ob-
tain such a link, one can evolve the NK waveform for a
short period and determine the mapping relationship to
derive the correct fundamental frequencies fo, fp, and
fLT [79]. In this way, the AAK waveform can achieve
both the accuracy of NK and the speed of AK.

C. The TianQin mission

For a given gravitational wave detector, one can use
the antenna pattern to describe its response to a source
at a given location, polarization, and frequency [80–82].
A typical EMRI signal lasts for a long time. If we observe
from the point of view of the detector, then a given source
would change in location as well as in polarisation. One
needs to know the orbit of the spacecraft to derive the
overall evolution of the signal as seen at the detector.
In this work, we focus our attention on the proposed
TianQin mission [19, 83] for the following analysis.

The TianQin mission is designed to be a constellation
with three satellites, which accommodate test masses in
free fall and use drag-free control to follow these test
masses. The satellites share an Earth-central orbit and
form a regular triangle. They are connected by laser
links and can form Michelson interferometers to detect
GW. The geocentric nature of the TianQin orbit makes it

1 The details of the parameters adopted are presented in Table II

adopts a “3-month on 3-month off” work scheme, that the
detectors would operate continuously for three months
followed by three months of break. Each pair of neighbor-
ing laser arms can form interference on the vertex satel-
lite, whose noise can be described by the power spectral
density (PSD):

Sn(f) =
1

L2
arm

[
4Sa

(2πf)4

(
1 + 10−4 Hz

f

)
+ Sx

]
[

1 + 0.6

(
f

f∗

)2
]
,

(1)

where f is the frequency, Sa = 1 × 10−30 m2 s−4/Hz
describes the acceleration noise, Sx = 1 × 10−24 m2/Hz
describes the positional noise, and f∗ = c

2πLarm
is the

transfer frequency with c being the speed of light and
Larm =

√
3× 108 m is the arm length.

For the low frequency, where f < f∗, the three inter-
ferometers can be combined into two orthogonal chan-
nels, corresponding to the two GW polarisations. So the
recorded GW signal can be expressed as:

hI,II(t) =

√
3

2

(
h+(t)F+

I,II(θS , φS , ψS)

+h×(t)F×I,II(θS , φS , ψS)
)
,

(2)

where F+
I,II and F×I,II are the antenna pattern for both

plus and cross polarisations, and

F+
I (θS , φS , ψS) =

1

2
(1 + cos2 θS)(cos 2φS cos 2ψS

− cos θS sin 2φS sin 2ψS).

F×I (θS , φS , ψS) =
1

2
(1 + cos2 θS)(cos 2φS sin 2ψS

+ cos θS sin 2φS cos 2ψS).

(3)

Here θS and φS are the sky location of the source, and
ψS is the polarization angle. All quantities are defined in
the detector frame, which makes it time-dependent [9].

The two effective channels differ only in polarisation
angles by π/4, which means

F+
II(θS , φS , ψS) = F+

I (θS , φS , ψS − π/4),

F×II(θS , φS , ψS) = F×I (θS , φS , ψS − π/4).
(4)

Finally, a correction term is added to account for the
Doppler effect induced by the orbital motion of the de-
tectors [9].

ΦDoppler = 2πf(t)×R× sin θ̄S × cos
(
Φ̄(t)− φ̄S

)
, (5)

where f is the frequency of GW, R = 1AU and barred
symbols denote parameters in Solar System Barycentre
frame, with Φ̄(t) = φ̄0 + 2πt/T, T = 1year is Earth’s
orbital period around the Sun, and φ̄0 is the initial lo-
cation of TianQin at time t = 0. Notice that in higher
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frequencies when f ≥ f∗, the long-wavelength approxi-
mation breaks down and the two channels are no longer
uncorrelated, hence an extra correction term is needed in
Equation 2 [81, 82]. Fortunately, EMRI signals we are in-
terested in, are located mostly within the low-frequency
range. This is because the highest orbital frequency of
CO is determined by the last stable orbit(LSO), where
νLSO = 1/(2πM) × 63/2. Given a typical MBH with
105M�, νLSO = 0.04 < f∗ = 0.28 Hz. Therefore, we
stick with the long-wavelength approximation through-
out the work.
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The sensitivity curve of TianQin

FIG. 1. An example EMRI signals compared with the sen-
sitivity curve of TianQin. A total length of 3 months obser-
vation time is assumed.

As an illustration, we show in Figure 1 an example
EMRI signal (on both channels) on the TianQin sensi-
tivity curve. This EMRI system consists of a 10 M� BH
and MBH with 4.5 ×106 M� and a spin of 0.97. The
Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) of this signal equals 50.

We define the overall SNR as the root sum square of in-
ner products of waveform with itself across two channels
of TianQin,

ρ =

√∑
i=I,II

〈hi|hi〉

=

√√√√4<
∑
i=I,II

∫ ∞
0

h̃i(f)h̃∗i (f)

Sn(f)
df

≈

√√√√4
∑
i=I,II

∫ fhigh

flow

(
h̃i(f)√
Sn(f)

)(
h̃i(f)√
Sn(f)

)∗
df.

(6)

Here we use “ 〈g|h〉” to represent the inner product
between the two frequency domain waveforms g̃(f) and

h̃(f). Notice that in the last line, the SNR in a channel
is simply the integration of squared modulus of whitened
signal over the frequency range between flow = 10−4 Hz
and fhigh = 1 Hz, which are sensitivity frequency band
of TianQin.

III. CONVOLUTIONAL NEURAL NETWORKS
FOR DETECTION

A. Data preparation

For the detection of the signal in noise we are going to
use CNNs. In order to train and verify CNN properly,
one needs to divide the data into three groups, namely
training data, validation data, and testing data. In these
datasets, half of them are signal+noise samples, and the
rest are noise-only samples. Using training data, the
CNN learns how to classify samples. Validation data
is incorporated in the training process to verify that the
CNN is learning correctly. Finally, testing data can test
the efficiency of the trained CNN.

In our case, we aim to accomplish the task of classify-
ing the data into two categories: with signal, or without
signal. One can express the data d as the addition of
random Gaussian noise n and the GW signal h (in the
case it is present in the data):

d(t) =

{
h(t) + n(t), if signal is present

n(t), if there is no signal.
(7)

The raw output of TianQin is three correlated time do-
main data channels. After some preprocessing they can
be reduced to two channels with uncorrelated noise, plus
a channel with a response to astrophysical signals highly
suppressed. This process is implemented by the Time
Delay Interferometry (TDI) [84, 85]. Out of simplicity,
we do not implement TDI, but rather treat TianQin as
two orthogonal Michelson interferometers. In Figure 2,
we illustrate a data sample that contains an EMRI signal,
using the parameters demonstrated in Figure 1.

We prepare the generation of noise and signal sepa-
rately. Due to the “3-month on 3-month off” work scheme
of TianQin, the longest chunk of continuous data lasts
only three months. To avoid the complexity introduced
by considering the data gap issue, we focus our analysis
on data length of three months (or 7864320 seconds). By
adopting the long-wavelength approximation, it is also
sufficient to assume the sample rate of 1/30 Hz, which
leads to the data size of 262144 samples. The parame-
ters are summarised in Table I.

TABLE I. The setting of data simulation.

Symbol Physical Meaning Range
T observation time 7864320 seconds
fs sample rate 1/30 Hz
Nt a data size 262144

The detector noise was assumed to be Gaussian and
was generated by sampling from the one-sided PSD given
by Equation 1. For the simulation of an EMRI waveform
signal, we used both AK and AAK models. For differ-
ent purposes that we will detail in the following sections,
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FIG. 2. An example of whitened data in channel I in comparison with signal hI alone. For this event, the SNR is set to be
50. We draw the reader’s attention to the difference in scale for the noise and the signal.

TABLE II. Summary of physical parameters and their meaning under the analytic kludge model.

Symbol Physical Meaning distribution
M MBH mass uniform in lnM over [104 M�,107 M�]
µ CO mass 10 M�

a MBH spin magnitude, defined as |~S|/M2, with ~S being
the MBH spin angular momentum

uniform [0,1]

elso orbital eccentricity at plunge uniform [0,0.2]
Φ0 mean anomaly at plunge uniform[0, 2π]

α0 azimuth angle for orbital angular momentum ~L at plunge uniform[0, 2π]

λ angle between ~L and ~S cos(λ)= uniform[-1,1]

γ0 angle between ~L× ~S and pericenter at plunge uniform[0, 2π]
νlso orbital frequency of the last stable orbit depend on elso
θS source direction’s polar angle uniform[0, 2π]
φS azimuthal direction to source cos(φS)=uniform[−1, 1]
θK the polar angel of MBH’s spin uniform[0, 2π]
φK azimuthal direction of MBH’s spin cos(φK)=uniform[−1, 1]
tc merger time of a CO plunges into MBH fixed to 7864320 seconds
DL luminosity distance to source irrelavent as will be rescaled to SNR with

uniform[50,120]

we generate 7 groups of signals, whose properties are ex-
plained in Table IV, and the shared default parameter
distributions are listed in Table II. The data are whitened
in the frequency domain. When data are converted back
to the time domain, we apply a Tukey window function
with the coefficient α = 1/4 to avoid the spectrum leak-
age.

Notice that Table II does not reflect an astrophysical
model, and one might argue that an astrophysically mo-
tivated distribution for EMRI parameters could be more
realistic. However, an astrophysically motivated distri-
bution is not necessarily the best choice for training the
CNN. The reason for that is that the astrophysically mo-
tivated models are subject to huge uncertainty. Therefore

sticking with any specific model runs a risk of biasing the
network.

SNR of a signal is inversely proportional to the dis-
tance. When assessing the performance of a CNN, it is
convenient to compare signals with similar SNRs than
with similar distances. Therefore, we do not fix distribu-
tion of distance DL in Table II. The choice of SNR range
is determined by balancing the hardware requirement be-
tween data storage, waveform generation speed, and I/O
speed in training.
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B. Mathematical model

CNN is a specific realization of Neural Network
(NN) which features the inclusion of convolution oper-
ations [63, 86]. In NN, each “neuron” represents a non-
linear mapping or an affine transformation function. The
non-linearity is achieved by an activation function. A
typical realization of a CNN includes convolution layers,
pooling layers, and fully-connected layers (or dense lay-
ers) [87]. It can be treated as a classifier. Such a CNN
composed of multiple neurons can be understood as a
non-linear function fw(·) that maps the input space of
the data to the output space:

yi = fw(di), (8)

where yi is the output probability for the i-th data di to
belong to a certain class, w are weights of the CNN.

Based on training data a CNN can learn features of
the input data by updating the weights associated with
different neurons by minimizing the difference between
the output prediction and training data labels. The size
of our training data is large, therefore we cannot opti-
mize weights with all the data at once and need to adopt
mini-batching. The training process is divided into mul-
tiple epochs. For each epoch, the weights are updated
by the optimizer algorithm. When the training process
converges, the CNN can classify new data into different
categories.

To achieve the reliable ability to classify, one needs,
first, to define the loss function L(ytrue, ypred), which
quantifies the difference between the CNN output and
labels in the training process. This could be done by
adopting the binary cross-entropy function:

L =

N∑
j=1

[
−yjtrue log(yjpred)− (1− yjtrue) log(1− yjpred)

]
,

(9)
where N is the total number of training data samples,
for the j-th data instance. The noise-only samples are
labeled as yjtrue = 0, and samples containing signals are

labeled as yjtrue = 1. The output of CNN yjpred represents
the assigned probability for each category. The loss func-
tion is minimized when the predicted value for the label
class matches the one from the training data with the
highest probability. In the training process, the weights
are updated through the Nadam algorithm, such that the
loss function can be minimized by following the adaptive
gradient descent with Nesterov momentum [88]. Dur-
ing training, validation data is used to test the trained
CNN after each epoch and use those result to evaluate
the performance of the CNN and its stability towards
overfitting.

C. The CNN architecture

In a CNN different layers play different roles. In the
convolution layer, features can be extracted by apply-

ing convolution between the input and the convolution
kernel. After multiple convolution layers with various
filters, a CNN can learn different features of the input
data from lower-level to higher-level. The purpose of the
pooling layer is to reduce the size of the convolved fea-
tures while remaining the key features so that one can
reduce computation complexity and avoid over-fitting.
In the fully-connected layer, neurons are connected with
all activation values to the previous layer, with the fi-
nal output indicating the predicted class probability. In
this work, rectified linear unit (relu) is selected as the
activation function to all but the output layer, for which
the softmax function is adopted. Relu function is conve-
nient and efficient to avoid vanishing gradient problems
when training a CNN [41], and softmax function at the
last layer achieves a normalization so that the output is
constrained in the range of (0,1). In this way, the out-
put can appropriately represent the probability that the
input sample belongs to one of the classes. The perfor-
mance of a CNN depends on many hyper-parameters,
like CNN depth, convolutional layer number, number of
kernels, and their respective size.

IV. SEARCH PROCEDURE

In this section, we will explain the details about the
CNN application to the EMRI signal search 2.

A. Training phase

In order for CNN to gain the classification ability, a
certain amount of input data is necessary for the train-
ing. More samples are needed to train CNN to detect
weaker signals. In the actual training, it turns out that
the I/O of training data becomes the bottleneck. There-
fore, we are limited in the size of total data, which in
turn determines the SNR lower limit. After some trial
and error, we converged at 50 as the SNR lower limit in
our training sample. On the other hand, stronger signals
can be detected more easily. We concentrate on signals
with SNR comparable with the lower limit, therefore an
upper limit of SNR 120 is adopted. The total amount of
2.5× 105 signal plus noise samples are used to train the
final CNN.

With the data ready, we need to train the network to
maximize the classification ability without over-fitting.
In general, a more complicated network is expected to
perform better on the training data. However, a too-
complicated neural network runs a risk of over-fitting or
being too acquainted with the training data so that the

2 In our implementation of the CNN, we use Keras 2.2.4, and Ten-
sorflow 1.1.18. We implement our software on top of a GPU
Tesla V100 PCIe 16 GB, CPU Intel Xeon Gold 6140 (72) @ 2.3,
with a memory of 256GB.
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performance on training data is not generalizable towards
unfamiliar data. Therefore one needs to check the consis-
tency of the CNN performance on both training data and
validation data. One can identify the over-fitting if the
performance on the training data is significantly better
than the validation data. This can be relieved by adopt-
ing a less complicated neural network, adding dropout
layers, or increasing the size of the training set.

Finally, we need to fix the training architecture. We
start our trial of convolution kernel size of (1,5) as sug-
gested by previous studies [53, 58], and finally settled
with a size of (1,34) through trial and error. We apply
the max-pooling in the pooling layer, which can retain
the maximum value of each patch of the input. The mini-
batch size is set to 56, and we train the CNN with 300
epochs. For each mini-batch, 56 simulated datasets will
be randomly selected from samples, half of which are sig-
nal plus noise samples and the other half are noise-only
samples. The wall clock time for each epoch of train-
ing is about 2 hours. Strategies like early stopping [89]
are also employed to increase efficiency. In our experi-
ments, the training process will be stopped when either
300 epochs are reached, or the accuracy of validation data
no longer increases for 50 epochs. Finally, it takes about
10.5 days to train the final CNN. This trained model
can afterwards be used for testing. We summarise the
architecture of the CNN in Table III.

TABLE III. the architecture of the CNN

Layers kernel
number

kernel size Activation
function

1 Input / matrix(size: 2 × 262144 ) /
2 Convolution 32 matrix(size:1 × 34) relu
3 Pooling 16 matrix(size:1 × 8) relu
4 Convolution 16 matrix(size: 1 × 8) relu
5 Pooling 16 matrix(size: 1 × 6) relu
6 Convolution 16 matrix(size: 1 × 6) relu
7 Pooling 16 matrix(size: 1 × 4) relu
8 Flatten / / /
9 Dense / vector(size: 128) relu
10 Dense / vector(size: 32) relu
11 Output / vector(size: 2) softmax

B. Testing phase

Once a CNN is trained, we test the performance with
7 different groups of testing data, the properties of which
are introduced in Table IV. The setup of these groups
is motivated by the testing of two main points, namely
the validity of the CNN, and the sensitivity of the CNN.
For testing the validity, we prepare three groups of sig-
nal+noise samples: signals that follow the same distri-
bution as the training data, signals that follow an astro-
physically motivated distribution, and signals produced
by AAK but with the same distribution as the training
data. For testing the sensitivity, we apply the CNN on
top of the remaining four groups, in which many intrinsic

parameters are fixed, but either mass, redshift, or spin is
enumerated over a certain list. Taking group 4 as an ex-
ample, it replaces the SNR distribution in group 1 with
a set of fixed SNRs, taking values 10, 20, 30, . . . , 130.
Similarly, in group 5, it enumerates the mass of the MBH,
taking values of 104, 104.5, . . . , 107 M�. In group 6, it
enumerates the spin of the MBH in a similar way, taking
values of 0.0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 0.98 with fixed MBH
mass is 106 M�. In group 7, it focuses on EMRI sys-
tems with three kinds of MBHs: 1. M = 105.5 M� and
a = 0.98; 2. M = 106 M� and a = 0.98; 3. M = 106 M�
and a = 0. And they enumerates the redshift, taking the
value of 0.1, 0.15, 0.2, 0.25, 0.3, 0.35.

The trained CNN takes the testing data and outputs a
probability ypred, which predicts the probability that the
data contains a signal. Conversely, 1− ypred predicts the
probability that it is purely Gaussian noise.

V. RESULTS

A. Validity

To measure the effectiveness of the trained CNN
model, we used the testing data of groups 1-3 in Table
IV. One can compare the efficiencies among detection
methods through the Receiver Operator Characteristics
(ROC) curve, where the True Alarm Probability (TAP)
is plotted against the False Alarm Probability (FAP).

In the calculation of the ROC, one first chooses a value
of y∗ as a detection threshold. Any value of ypred > y∗

is regarded as an alarm. At a given y∗, the FAP and
the TAP is constructed as the fraction of noise-only and
�signal plus noise samples, respectively, that are reported
as an alarm. By varying y∗, one obtain pairs of TAP-
FAPs, and a line that links all these pairs is the ROC
curve. By definition, the TAP is a monotonic function of
the FAP.

The blue line in Figure 3 represents a ROC curve for
group 1. The dotted line is the worst possible perfor-
mance which indicates a total inability of distinguishing
signal from noise. One can observe that for FAP equal to
1%, the corresponding TAP is approximately 92%. This
fact indicates that when the CNN is applied to data con-
structed in a similar way to training data, it has a very
good ability to distinguish the signal from noise. We re-
mark that the results from group 1 are expected to be
the upper limit among all groups and could be used as a
benchmark.

The purple line in Figure 3 corresponds to the ROC
curve for group 2. Compared with the blue line, the pur-
ple line is lower: for a FAP of 1%, the TAP is about 75%.
Since group 2 is an astrophysically motivated population,
the majority of signals are expected to be associated with
relatively low SNRs. Due to the choice of SNR threshold
of 50 for the training data, we observe clustering of SNRs
just above 50. This significant decrease in TAP can be
explained by such clustering. On the other hand, even
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TABLE IV. Different waveform setups used as testing data. The first column indicates the index; the second column is the
waveform model; the third column describes the parameter distribution, where to some astrophysical parameters the range
shown in the table will be applied, but other unspecified parameters will remain in the same range as the training data( See
table II).

number waveform
model

physical parameters distribution signal samples
number

1 AK ρ ∈ uniform [50,120] 500
2 AK ρ > 50, astrophysical model M12 500
3 AAK ρ ∈ uniform [50,120] 500
4 AK ρ enumerates 10, 20, ..., 130 1000 ×13

5 AK M enumerates 104, 104.5, ..., 107M�, a = 0.98
z = 0.1

1000 ×7× 3z = 0.2
z = 0.3

6 AK M = 106M�, a enumerates 0.0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 0.98
z = 0.1

1000 ×6× 3z = 0.2
z = 0.3

7 AK
M = 105.5M�, a = 0.98, z enumerates 0.1, 0.2, 0.3

1000 ×3× 3M = 106M�, a = 0.0, z enumerates 0.1, 0.2, 0.3
M = 106M�, a = 0.98, z enumerates 0.1, 0.2, 0.3

10 3 10 2 10 1 100

false alarm probability
10 1

100

tru
e 

al
ar

m
 p

ro
ba

bi
lit

y

AK with SNR [50, 120]
AK with astronomical model
AAK with SNR [50, 120]

FIG. 3. The ROC curve of the signals from testing groups
1-3 is shown with the blue, purple, and red lines, respectively.
The blue line indicates the expected effectiveness for group
1, the parameters have identical distribution to the training
data; for group 2, the distribution is drawn from an astro-
physical model; for group 3, the distribution is the same as
group 1 and the training data, but switched to the AAK wave-
form model. The 1-σ confidence intervals are indicated by the
shaded regions.

though the training data differ in the parameter distri-
bution to the testing data, the trained CNN still has a
good ability to detect signals, showing a good generaliza-
tion ability.

The red line in Figure 3 corresponds to the ROC curve
of group 3. In this group, the parameter distribution
is the same as in group 1, but a different set of wave-
form models, namely the AAK waveform, is adopted.
This group could be used to study the robustness of the

CNN against choices of EMRI waveforms. The similar-
ity between the blue line and the red line indicates that a
CNN trained on AK waveforms can achieve good detec-
tion ability on AAK waveforms. One should be cautious
not to take this conclusion for granted. Although both
AK and AAK adopt similar equations, the setup of the
waveform calculation makes them dephase quickly after
a timescale of around an hour. This observation gives us
confidence that the CNN method could be robust, and
even if a fully realistic waveform would not be available
when space-borne GW detectors are operating, one can
still rely on CNN trained on approximate waveforms to
achieve good detection potential up to certain SNR val-
ues.

B. Sensitivity

One can present the sensitivity of the CNN over pa-
rameters like SNR, MBH mass, MBH spin, or redshift,
using the distribution of signal parameters group 4-7 in
Table IV. We have adopted fixed FAPs of 0.1 and 0.01.
The results are presented in Figure 4 in the form of effi-
ciency curves.

Figure 4(a) displays the TAP versus the SNR for sig-
nals from group 4. It shows that two efficiency curves
are consistent with the expectation that the CNN ex-
hibits higher sensitivity towards stronger signal, and for
SNR of higher than about 100, the CNN both can guar-
antee a certain detection at false alarm probabilities of
0.01 and 0.1.

We study the effectiveness of the CNN over MBH
masses with group 5. The MBH spin is fixed as a = 0.98,
and redshifts are varied through z = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3. It
can be seen from Figure 4(b) that EMRI systems con-
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FIG. 4. The comparison of the CNN sensitivity over EMRIs with different parameters.The vertical axis is the TAP, while the
horizontal axis is the single varying parameter. The 1-σ confidence intervals are indicated by the shaded regions.

taining a 105.5M� MBH are more easily detected by the
trained CNN. For such an EMRI with a redshift of 0.1,
the CNN can achieve a TAP of 78% conditioned on a
FAP of 0.1. The feature of a sensitivity peak with re-
gards to MBH masses stems from two factors: the sensi-
tivity curve, and the GW signal frequency distribution.
Larger MBH masses lead to larger amplitudes and lower
frequencies, while the detector is most sensitive only for
a limited frequency band. This result is also consistent
with horizon distance analysis in a previous study [12].

EMRI signals contained in group 6 have a fixed
MBH mass (M = 106M�) and fixed redshifts (z =
0.1, 0.2, 0.3). From Figure 4(c) one can observe that
there is almost no apparent dependency of detection abil-
ity on MBH spin. This is a piece of indirect evidence
that the detection ability is most sensitive to the SNR.
Further investigation shows that EMRI systems with dif-
ferent spins share similar SNRs. This can be roughly ex-
plained as follows: the EMRI systems have a smooth evo-
lution of overall GW amplitude before the final merger.
According to our setup, the merger is fixed at the end of
the three months observation period. Therefore, the spin
parameter has a minor impact on the overall SNR.

We present the efficiency curve for group 7 in Figure
4(d). The SNR of a signal is roughly inversely propor-

tional to luminosity distance, which for the nearby uni-
verse is approximately proportional to redshift. There-
fore, on the vertical axis we plot the TAP multiplied by
the redshift. If the TAP is linearly correlated with the
SNR, then such multiplication should remain constant.
This is exactly what we observed in the blue solid line
(M = 105.5M� and spin =0.98, FAP equals 0.1). The
distribution of SNR within this redshift range (0.1-0.35)
roughly spans the range of 20-60, which shows good lin-
earity between SNR and TAP in Figure 4(a). The predic-
tion is violated to the biggest degree for the purple dashed
line (M = 106M� and a = 0.98, FAP equals 0.01). Closer
events are gaining more detection efficiency, which can be
expected from the non-linearity of the dashed line in the
similar SNR range in Figure 4(a).

From the above analyses, we can conclude that among
all factors, the SNR has the strongest influence on the
expected detection efficiency. Changes in other parame-
ters can also lead to a different performance in TAP, but
such differences can be mostly explained by the different
SNRs.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS

The GW detection of EMRI signals is challenging from
multiple perspectives. The accurate modeling of the
EMRI waveform is a challenging task for theorists. At
the same time a template bank with ∼ 1040 templates
is needed, if one is to adopt the traditional matched
filtering method [29]. In this work, we demonstrate a
proof-of-principle application of a CNN on the detections
of EMRIs signals. Specifically, an EMRI source with a
signal-to-noise ratio uniformly drawn from 50 to 120 can
be detected with a detection rate of 91% at a search false
alarm probability of 1%. Meanwhile, the effectiveness of
the CNN varies for different physical parameters, how-
ever, most of the difference can be explained by the in-
fluence on SNRs. EMRI systems associated with higher
SNR can be expected to be detected with a higher chance.

Our work indicates that detecting EMRI signals with
CNN is appealing, also for multiple reasons. For exam-
ple, after being properly trained, the CNN can be applied
to three months’ data, and finish the classification within
one second. On the other hand, CNN shows a good gen-
eralization ability against a change of waveform models.
While training on the less physical AK waveform, the
network can successfully recognize signals injected with
AAK waveforms. This implies that the CNN method has
the potential to achieve actual detections even without
accurately modeled waveforms.

It is important to benchmark the performance of the
CNN to other methods. However, to the best of the
authors’ knowledge, there is no other study that uses
physical EMRI waveforms to search the signal and also
provides a FAP estimate [30]. For example, some studies
use physical waveforms to search for the signal, but no
FAP is available [29]. On the other hand, other studies
can provide FAP estimates, but under a very different
context, and the authors adopt phenomenological wave-

forms for the detection [30].
Although this proof-of-principle study is encouraging,

we recognize that there are still lots of challenges to im-
plement a reliable CNN to detect EMRI signals. For ex-
ample, one needs to push the SNR threshold to the values
lower than 50. This translates to a much larger amount
of training data, the data generation, data storage, and
training procedure would all become more hardware de-
manding. We leave the issue for future studies, with the
potential of applying more sophisticated methods or con-
structing a hierarchical search and examining strategy for
the detection pipeline.

At present, there are many Machine Learning (ML) al-
gorithms that have wider applications in GW data anal-
ysis. For different problems in the GW field, develop-
ers use different methods or different architectures of the
same method like CNN. Similar challenges might also
apply to the EMRI search, and we could borrow the ex-
isting wisdom in the future.
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